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Key Operating Principles

• Reduce litter and increase recycling – effective incentive to return 
(consumer or collector) and accessible collection points for a wide scope of 
containers

• Low cost but efficient – automation, reduced labour and transport costs; 
but not to disadvantage of sufficient collection points

• Public credibility – transparency in pricing and governance; and reporting 
of results

• Help charities – limit commercial risks so can participate in depots and 
collections

The following comparison to South Australia does not imply SA does not work (long 
established, natural flow on from refillables in 1970s), but 2017 is in a different waste 
collection (eg well established kerbside) and behavioural environment. 



Where’s the Money Come From?

Design 
Feature

Issues with the 
SA/NT approach 

Benefit Boomerang modification provides NSW & QLD V BA MODEL

Scheme 
Funding

The Scheme in 
SA/NT is funded 
after consumer 
redemption.

1 A single fund where bottler levies the 
deposit and transfers to Coordinator upon 
redemption claim (pm) which manages the 
refund avoiding need to sort by brand -
eliminating cost

2 Unredeemed deposits (via cost recovery) 
and material sales are used to offset the cost 
of the scheme

3 Charges are transparent to consumer and 
embedded into the supply chain

1 YES NSW – payment in advance

2 Implied in beverage pricing but not 

transparent

3 YES NSW – charges are published – show 

on docket?



How many Coordinators?

Single Co-
Ordinator

In SA/NT there are 
as many as 5 
coordinators 
representing 
different bottlers. 
The BA model has a 
single independent 
co-coordinator.

1 Eliminates the need to transport to multiple 
points of co-ordination

2 Single Co-ordinator is independent (or the 
EPA)—eliminating the conflicts of interest 
inherent in the SA/NT scheme

3 Cost recovery charges are consistent across 
all bottlers (unlike in SA and NT)

4 Fees paid to collectors are consistent across 
the entire scheme

1 YES

2 YES

3 YES, Rules against price discrimination 

4 Rules against price discrimination (but 

different collection methods have varied 

fees)
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Governance

Design 
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SA/NT approach 
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Independent 
Governance

Government 
administers depot 
and container 
approvals but 
scheme does not 
have any 
governance body.

1 Data collection and transport services can be 
organised across the entire network to 
provide a volume that can drive down costs

2 A single body administers the entire 
scheme—allowing it to promote, modify, 
improve the scheme with ease

3 Stakeholders are represented on the 
scheme’s board (or advisory group) improving 
independence and providing  a voice in 
system design, integration and administration

1 YES

2 YES EPA but with some 

industry/stakeholder consultation

3 No in NSW (only independent chair),

but Qld YES



Consumer Convenience

Convenient 
Collection

While there are 70 
redemption points 
in SA there are few 
collection points 
convenient to 
shopping locations. 

1 The use of reverse vending machines means 
depots can be placed in shopping centre or 
council car parks and high streets to deliver 
cost efficient and convenient locations

2 Scheme regulations require large grocery 
retailers to be located within 200-400 metres 
of a redemption point or to provide space to 
establish same

1  YES, RVMs a feature

2  NO but some requirements in NSW 

Network Operator contracts and voluntary 

take-up by Woolworths and ALDI 
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CDS and Kerbside Collections
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Municipal 
solid waste 
sector 
Participation

While municipal 
solid waste 
recycling 
participates in 
the scheme, it is 
ad hoc and not 
co-ordinated.

1 Providing specific rules and redemption 
processes for kerbside recycling both 
improves ease of the municipal solid waste 
sector participating in the scheme and also 
ensures there are no overpayments made

2  YES – various formulae being used based 

on prior audit of waste stream and reviews. 

Council and collector can share refunds



Logistics Efficiency

Consolidation 
& Transport

Depots have to 
separate 
materials by 
brand and 
transport 
redeemed 
materials to a 
variety of co-
ordinators.

1 The BA scheme eliminates the need to 
transport to central facilities and allows 
compaction at the point of redemption (ie, 
RVM or larger sorter). This eliminates a 
number of transport legs (in the SA scheme 
all materials need to be transported to a 
number of ‘super-collectors’)

2 The scheme also allows redemption points to 
compact recovered materials—increasing 
the payload per truck

3 Overall the BA scheme should experience 
transport costs that are around half of those 
of the SA/NT scheme

1  YES where RVMs in use and at depots

2 YES but unknown as to how many

redemption points will do this

3   Yet to see the handling fees
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More Information:

www.boomerangalliance.org.au/resources

http://www.boomerangalliance.org.au/resources

